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Introduction
o

Kent & Medway Primary Therapy Providers is a group of eight Talking Therapy
practices providing services under the Improved Access to Psychological
Therapies (IAPT) programme, covering the county of Kent

o

The group has a marketing budget of £135,000 which it will deploy in January
/ February 2021 to gain a greater share of voice among hard to reach and ‘at
risk’ groups within the Kent community

o

The Group has already identified the need for a single point of entry to direct
and streamline public access to the services, in the form of a landing page

o

The landing page will be the beginning of a service user’s pathway to
treatment

In This Presentation
Our response to the brief covers the following:
o

Objectives

o

Target Audiences

o

Obstacles / Barriers to Therapy

o

Overcoming Obstacles & Barriers

o

Brand

o

Landing page

o

Media & Communications Strategy

o

Creative strategy & Examples

o

Budget

o

Timings

o

Team Credentials & Competencies

Objectives
The campaign has 4 specific communication objectives

• Create an improved perception of talking therapies by
overcoming mental health stigma within four different ‘Hard
to reach’ target audiences
• Create a simplified pathway for those in need of help
• Generate traffic to the Group’s Landing Page
• Encourage visitors to engage the to continue the process of
seeking help

Target Audiences
The brief describes four distinct socio-economic target groups:
•
•
•
•

BAME citizens
Older people
Students over 18
NHS Key workers
• Key commonality is registration with a GP in Kent

Students & NHS Key Workers are already quite well served with mental health provision,
however our own brief research among peers in these groups showed a lack of
understanding, even within the NHS:
•
•

They don’t know how to access the available services
Don’t know how long it would take to get an appointment, but perceive it to be pointless
•

•
•

“We need it now – Immediately – not in 18 weeks”

Unsure if there is a cost involved
Travel - Where or how the services might be delivered (Face to face / Online / Telephone)

Target Audiences (2)
NHS workers, Students and Older People can be accessed via their habitual (vertical)
environments, however BAME citizens are harder to reach and will be more accessible via
horizontal channels
•
•
•
•

NHS Workers:
Students:
Older People:
BAME:

Workplace, Union, RCN database etc.
College, Student Union, Social Peer Groups
Community groups, care homes and via concerned children
Often more isolated, especially in poorer communities but Mosques,
Synagogues and other Faith-based locations can be considered

It is therefore sensible to consider wider societal, lifestyle or other common factors which tie
these groups together and approach both via broad media strategy, with targeted verticals
to support.
Principal among these factors will be poor mental health, stress-related anxiety, depression,
money, health & housing worries
All of these are made worse by the current environment of fear & isolation caused by the
Coronavirus pandemic

Obstacles & Barriers To Therapy
It is clear from our own research and the lack of detailed information on assorted NHS websites
that access to Talking Therapies for all target groups needs to be streamlined
At 18 weeks the clinical pathway from GP Referral to assessment to seeing a therapist is too long
It is exacerbated by the lack of direct access to GPs (real or perceived) caused by Covid
There are additional beliefs & perceptions among potential service users:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Social Stigma
Personal Shame
Perceived cost
“It will take too long to be seen” – Perception
Belief that Talking Therapies don’t work
Others need help more / are more deserving – ”I’m not worth it.”
”People like me” never get help

The more at risk an individual is the less likely they are to have internet access

Overcoming Obstacles & Barriers
The style & tone of messaging will be the critical factor in persuading at risk individuals to
become service users
In addition we must make the pathway to treatment appear trustworthy, secure, confidential
and easy and to access – a simple, minimal-click User Experience (UX)
A Creative strategy to deliver this is covered later in this presentation
The brief is very clear in the need for a specific landing page to guide potential service
users to the right geography / provider for their needs
Devices such as running live feeds from the Group’s moderated Social Media accounts will
help to overcome stigma and let visitors know they’re not alone.
The success of the project will depend on a clear Brand to communicate familiarity & trust,
and easily understood, positive & supportive messaging to encourage potential service
users to reach out for help

Brand
The Group will ideally come together under a single brand that communicates values,
proposition & service offering while instilling trust and being easily memorable
For demonstration purposes we have chosen HELP KENT as a Brand name, underpinned by
a positioning statement or ‘slogan’ : ‘Here For You’
The following represent a variety of possible executions for the brand’s design:

Landing Page Considerations
The logistics of building and launching a basic landing page is very straightforward
We have investigated hosting on an existing NHS or Kent CCG portal:
•

Time constraints - Building & integration must be via NHS Digital or NHS X

•

Access will not be ‘front page’ – Institutional sites typically have complex structures so the
page may fall behind a navigation menu – Landing is OK but navigation back suffers

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Style, tone & content are dictated by the existing site infrastructure.
Provider branding will be limited and video hosting may not be permitted, for example
User Experience will consequently suffer
Limited or no opportunity to API or embed Social Media feeds
Pixel placement, real time analytics & remarketing is probably not possible
While the NHS is inherently trusted, it is also perceived as slow and authoritarian
We therefore recommend hosting on a standalone platform such as WordPress or Wix

Landing Page Considerations
Additional functionality is possible from the landing page:
•

The landing page could potentially be used to triage therapy types through anonymised online
or telephone completion of PHQ-9 / GAD-7 assessments (dependent on outcome measures
used within the Group / IAPT)

•

To encourage contact from potential users with limited computer access, and depending on
Group infrastructure, technology capability and resource, we would also strongly recommend
use of a central telephone number which can be ‘click dialled’ direct from the landing page

•

The landing page should host a tracking pixel to track visitors internet habits and serve
additional advertising on sites visited, known as re-marketing or re-targeting

•

Using Pay Per Click (PPC) Google AdWords on we can target-serve ads based on key word
searches like ‘depression’ & ’anxiety’ as well as words like ‘counsellor’ or ‘therapist’ and these
can be targeted geographically by IP address or shown only to previous site visitors

Media & Communications Strategy (1)
Reaching all the target groups with a viable level of exposure requires a multi-media
strategy
•

Press:
•
•

•

Radio:
•
•
•

•

As with press, Independent Local Radio can be targeted to specific geographies – KMFM, Smooth & Heart FM are
the dominant stations
Both media types can therefore avoid wasted advertising where no service provider exists
Trial day time vs night time advertising against real time Google analytics data to A/B test traffic

Online & Social:
•
•
•

•

Use regional / local splits to promote ‘local’ services – eg. Maidstone Help
Use mainstream titles (KM Group) as well as smaller journals (Wealden Times & Ad / Friday Ad)

PPC AdWords
Facebook, Instagram & Twitter all offer geo-targeting via post code with auto-play video service
All regional media (Radio / Press / TV) will also sell packages of social posts

Remarketing:
•

Using a tracking pixel on the landing page, serve digital ads to visitors on subsequent sites visited

Media & Communications Strategy (2)
Secondary & Community media outlets, such as in-store, outdoor / posters and peer to
peer advocacy will build awareness and trust
•

Classified Media
•

•

Posters
•

•

Where possible, use outdoor advertising ’on the street’ in targeted geographic locations

Retail:
•

•

Use classified ads in Accommodation To Let / Share & Recruitment / Personals, Job Centres etc.,

Using post-card style advertising in pharmacies, supermarkets & local / Late opening stores / Off
Licenses

Community:
•
•
•

Target hospital A&E departments, canteens, community centres, homeless outreach, care homes
and Street Pastors with posters flyers & pocket cards
Hospital Radio, Community Radio & Student Radio are also worth exploring
Doctors’ surgeries may be prepared to host posters & leaflets if the service offered is exclusively
IAPT, but will not allow private counselling brands to advertise in receptions

Media & Communications Strategy (3)
Establishing credibility & trust for a new, unknown brand is best undertaken with the use of
news media
As part of the negotiated press & radio media package we have secured an option to
include news releases as well as have a representative from the Group appear as a
spokesperson on Kent DAB & online radio
Additionally we have good relationships with BBC Kent and will make every effort to secure
talk show representation for a Group spokesperson, including on Meridian TV
Should there be no available or confident spokesperson we are happy to provide either
training for one person or alternatively to represent the Group to the media
My wife Julia Lofts is a regular Mental Health and Mindfulness contributor to BBC Kent’s
Dominic King and John Warnett shows as well as Meridian Today

Additional Media & Communications Considerations
Bus / Bus Stop advertising
• Has been considered but is an expensive media with questionable impact during a Tier
3 or above restrictions as people are not freely moving around
• Can be introduced quickly from contingency budget if restrictions are lifted

Faith / Ethnic Digital & Online TV
• The budget and creative use of video suggest it worth investigating the various Faith
and ethnicity-based channels to discover whether regional targeting is possible.
• Especially if the campaign is two moths rather than three
•

Digital TV, - British Muslim TV / Islam Channel / VOX Africa / TIN.TV Israeli Network

•

DAB / Online radio

•

Unlike local & regional media, their social channels will not be of use.

Creative Strategy
To encourage uptake by potential service users, particularly those considered ‘at risk’, the
Creative strategy must allow each user group to recognise itself within the messaging
Individuals should also be able to recognise their own concerns and problems through the
process of identification
•

Use real testimonials – depict a problem and its solution
•
•
•
•
•

•

Show people that it’s not just them who have the problem they suffer from
That they are not alone
That help is available
That it is FREE
And that it works

Clinical Outcomes – Before & After
•
•
•

Use video, radio and press to tell the same story
Show potential users the outcomes that others have had – in their own words & language
Using post-card style advertising in supermarkets & local / Late opening stores

Creative Examples
User Voice is a support charity for criminal offenders
In much the same way as the Group offering mental health support, it delivers services
which help service users to improve their lives a range of with coping skills & training
•
•

The following two videos are five minute ‘real-life’ service user case studies
They were created to allow others to identify with the people in the videos in order to:
•
•
•
•
•

Show potential users that it’s not just them but people just like them who have problems too
That they are not alone
That help is available
That it is FREE
And that it works – demonstrated in the outcome of each of the videos

q MARK’S STORY
q MAX’S STORY

Budget
The proposed budget of £135,000 is adequate for three months activity.
• The following media outline is based on rate cards and not yet negotiated
• All media discounts & commissions are rebated back to the Group – saving circa 15% of budget
• Creative, Production and Management Fees will be capped at 17.5% of the total
• If VAT Registration for the Group has not been secured we would recommend actioning this as
soon as possible, or nominating a VAT registered Group member as a Finance Dep’t
• The following budgets are estimates only and should improve with negotiation
• Where no contact has been possible with media owners, the budget line item is marked *

Traditional Media Budget
Kent media is dominated by the KM Group : Radio, Press, Online & Social

Traditional Media Budget
Secondary Radio & Press

Community Media – Radio / Online
The following are suggestions only and are not researched in detail

• Based on their low & specific community targeting we recommend adding to this list
after consultation with regional stakeholders to gain grass-roots community input
• All media of this type includes an option for a Group spokesperson to appear as a guest
on a relevant health-related show

Social Media – Native & Paid

• Social activity is focused on growing the channels, using Native social posts and paying
for posts to be boosted (Facebook / Insta) or sponsored (Twitter)
• By joining other mental health support groups we can bring attention to our own brand
• This route increases organic ‘shares’ by those concerned for the welfare of others

Media Relations
The following are suggestions only and are not researched in detail

• Based on their low & specific community targeting we recommend adding to this list
after consultation with regional stakeholders to gain grass-roots community input
• All media of this type includes an option for a Group spokesperson to appear as a guest
on a relevant health-related show

Google AdWords
Costings are based on Cost Per Click / Website visits

•

Based on untested mental health-related keyword search data

•

A/B Testing of ad copy and subsequent refinement will reduce cost per thousand

Advocacy
The best advocates are people who have lived experience of mental health issues and are
open, frank and honest about their experiences and subsequent therapy or treatment
There are a great many Social Media ‘survivor’ groups with several hundred members who
are often vocal about their stories
Recruiting one advocate for each Group member and incentivising them to share content
will encourage others to seek help and adds to perceptions of trust in the Group

Creative & Production Budget

Total Budget Summary
Budget figures are pre-negotiation and we would expect the media costs to reduce by
around 7-10%

Timings
The Landing Page build & creative development process is approximately
fourteen days
Given the level of campaign planning already undertaken and our detailed
knowledge and relationships with media we are confident of being able to
start the campaign two weeks after approval of proposals and signature of
agreement

Team Credentials
David brings all the necessary skills for turnkey campaign delivery, while running a freelance
team provides major cost benefits over any traditional agency model
o

Strategy:

David has created & implemented brand marketing strategies in 28 countries

o

Creative:

Designing everything from food packaging to interiors and writing copy for
hundreds of brands & technology start-ups across all media

o

Production:

We have all the necessary technology & facilities to produce artwork
for print production, audio visual editing, production & distribution

o

Management:

Managed flotations, healthcare & charity campaigns with multiple stakeholders
from diverse backgrounds

o

Finance:

Successfully delivered multi-million pound campaigns but also highly skilled &
dedicated to in delivering big budget impact from small budgets

o

Ethics:

Committed to equality & diversity and operate in an open, client-auditable &
fully transparent way - all third party invoices shared with clients

Core Competencies
In addition to creative, production and management skills David brings the following core
competencies:
o

IAPT Knowledge:

Full understanding of mental health challenges and their causation
as well as the treatments available via IAPT from marketing EAPs at AXA PPP

o

Media Relations:

Experience in gaining broadcast media coverage and placing stories with
contacts in BBC & Independent media

o

Technical:

Web development skills including HTML5 & .PHP coding as well as
WordPress, Umbraco & Kentico, Wix and GoDaddy content systems

o

Database:

Complete knowledge of GDPR, Privacy and data regulation and its
application under the BACP Ethical Framework

o

Online:

Organic and paid SEO, Keyword & Google AdWords placement & targeting,
including Social

o

Advocacy:

Use of direct & advocate influence to deliver societal improvement

Copyright Statement
All intellectual property, whether inventions, ideas, creations, concepts, descriptions, designs, research, know-how, technology, processes,
business plans, methods, data, network communications and related products or potential products, services or potential services, commercial
relationships, licensing business & financial models, customer lists and details, promotional, advertising, marketing, technical, development
and production plans, schedules, projects and other business information described herein are and remain the exclusive property of David
Lofts and Cause Communications, a company registered in England.
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